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Agility and Flexible Processes

Agile principles [1] (AP) are common in Software Engineering (SE) and became
more important in Business Process Management (BPM) in the last years [2]. The
terms of agility as well as flexibility are widespread and mutual in BPM literature [3–
5]. The definitions of flexibility have a great similarity to those of agility. Unfortunately, agility is often misused as a synonym for flexibility [3]. Agility can have varied interpretations in the field of BPM. On the one hand, it can refer to organizational
agility, which can be an outcome of BPM deployment in an organization. It can also
refer to the usage of agile approaches to BPM deployment efforts. Additionally, “agile BPM” may refer to business process management systems (BPMS) that incorpo*
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rate agile development methodology in process automation. We proclaim the use of
different terms for the clear differentiation of the actually intended contents. In our
understanding, “agility” denotes agile methods according to AP, while “flexibility”
refers to the adaptability, responsiveness, and context dependency of the processes.
In this paper, we present various aspects of the interrelations between BPM and requirements engineering (RE) with an agile perspective. In the rest of this chapter, we
discuss on flexibility and organizational agility, the concept of flexible business processes (BPs), and how to apply agile methods in BPM. In Chapter 2, we look into the
relationship between SE, RE, and BPM. Chapter 3 focuses on agile development processes and BPM. In Chapter 4, we discuss on some organizational circumstances that
require agility and flexibility in processes. Lastly in Chapter 5, we conclude the paper.
1.1

Flexibility and organizational agility

A large body of knowledge around the definitions of agility and flexibility exist in
literature. Eardley et al. suggest that flexibility is the ability to change direction rapidly or deviate from a predetermined course of action [6]. Doz et al. define strategic
agility as “the capacity to continuously adjust and adapt strategic direction in a core
business to create value for a company” [7]. Organizational agility is referred to as
“the capacity of an organization to efficiently and effectively redeploy/ redirect its
resources to value creating and value protecting (and capturing) higher-yield activities
as internal and external circumstances warrant” [8].
Singh et al. indicate that an organization’s stimuli-response actions considered agile can be explained using a bi-fold idea of “magnitude of variety” change (named
flexibility) and “rate of generating variety” change (named responsiveness) [9]. The
“magnitude of variety change” refers to the architectural aspect of change and indicates the extent to which an organization can change and the amount of changes made
in its products or practices. The other aspect, namely the “rate of variety change”,
refers to the impermanence of change and charts the relationship of the change in
variety with time. Thus, organizational agility consists of the amount of change the
firm makes to its products or processes in response to environmental stimuli as well
as the rapidity with which such changes are made. This flexibility and responsiveness
create “a meta-capability” that deploys a dynamic balance between sensing opportunities, enacting complementarities, and capturing value over time [10].
Organizational agility is necessitated by changes in an organization’s environment
such as technological shifts, talent pool skills shifts, resource limitations, emerging
consumer markets, and changes in consumer expectations. An organization’s agile
capabilities govern how it integrates, builds, and reconfigures its resources both internal and external in response to these changing environments. From the organizational
perspective, the flexibility of processes is different from the organization’s ability to
change processes. When processes are flexible, the organization can be more stable, at
least until the number of process changes had changed the organization itself.
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1.2

Flexible business processes

BPM needs to support, enact, and integrate organizational agility in order to dynamically manage BPs [11]. The aim of BPM is to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the processes through process redesign and incorporate automation where
feasible. BPM deployment typically involves implementing process-based, long-range
business applications as part of a BPMS. Contexts change over time; thus, processes
require continuous adaptation to the given context. This, in some cases, leads to obsolescence of the re-designed process in the implementation stage due to the rapidly
changing requirements in a dynamic environment.
The key benefits of BPM can be summarized as “efficiency, effectiveness and agility” [12]. In the current dynamic and globalized environment, organizations need to
be able to assimilate and counter changes on a real-time basis. The control on processes and the platform for rapid workflow modifications provided by BPM provides
this agility. The feedback on operations management occurs in real time, with information secured and made available instantaneously, keeping productivity on track and
efficient. In this way, company operations can react with greater agility, enacting
operations change more easily and often. BPM empowers organizations to react better
to times of quick change. The re-design of the workflow is then the instrument
through which the association can react to this change. Therefore, BPMSs have to go
beyond their classic features and incorporate, beside others, a contextual process
management. Such systems have to support that process participants decide on the
execution of activities as well as their order during process execution. Thus, it is not
possible to fully prescribe such a process beforehand as it can be done for, e.g., a
standardized purchasing process.
Some approaches have been developed to support flexible processes on design
time as well as on runtime. During runtime, the ADEPT system offers the functionality of making dynamic changes during the execution time of a pathway. Running process instances can be migrated to new process model versions [13]. Based on ADEPT,
MinAdept provides techniques for mining flexible processes [14]. Till now, the
ADEPT concept does not include a concept for monitoring flexible processes.
For modeling variability at design time, several approaches exist: Declarative process modeling is an activity-centered approach in which constraints are used to prevent certain behavior [15]. During run-time, only allowed activities are shown in the
work list of the user, and he decides about next activity to be executed. For specifying
variants in procedural process models at design time, Hallerbach et al. identified two
solutions in traditional tools [16]. The multi-model approach requires a separate model for each variant. The single-model approach makes use of one big model which
covers all possible variants. Decisions that could be made at design-time appear as
conditional branching that takes place at run-time. Both approaches have obvious
disadvantages. The requirement is to have models that can be configured at design
time. Torres et al. discusses two solution approaches [17]. Behavioral approaches
model a superset of all variants and derive a particular variant by hiding or blocking
elements. Structural approaches start from a “base” process model and derive variants by applying a set of change operations. Configurable Event-Driven Process
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Chains [18] is an example of behavioral approaches, whereas Provop [19] and
vBPMN [20] follow the structural approach.
In the case handling approach, activities can be executed based on data dependencies [21]. For example, if an activity is still running but already produced data necessary to execute the next step, the following activity can start. In the same vein, the
concept of Proclets allows the division of a process into several process parts. These
snippets can be executed one after the other or interactively [22]. Case management,
covered by CMMN, requires modeling that can express the flexibility of a knowledge
worker during run-time while selecting and executing tasks for a specific case [23].
Tasks are modeled and can be specified as either mandatory or discretionary during
design-time and serve as recommendations during run-time.
1.3

Application of Agile Methods in BPM

Traditionally, the BPM deployment lifecycle emphasizes detailed up-front planning
of process analysis, process design and modeling, process implementation, monitoring, and improvement activities. In other words, traditional BPM adopts a waterfall
approach. Von Rosing et al. have proposed the use of the agile method through the
various stages of the BPM lifecycle [24]. In an agile approach, analysis, planning, and
architecture design are the beginning phases (corresponding to BPM’s design and
modeling phase). On the other hand, the build, test and deployment phases have a
circular approach in multiple short iterations instead of the linear execution, monitoring and improvement phases of traditional BPM.
Agile BPM targets an initial high-level blueprint detailing the estimates for project
releases, resources, risks, and cost and benefits. From this, a BPM deployment
roadmap is outlined as to when and which requirements can be met as the project
advances through small releases. In the next phase, instead of a detailed up-front process model, a high-level design for the “to-be” processes is developed at the start of
the project that sets the foundation for the agile BPM project choices and options.
This high-level design guides the detailed design in each iteration as specified by the
stakeholders, within the budgeted time and cost parameters.
Agile BPM in the deployment phase is based on cooperative and informationaligned sharing of accountability and governance. Traditional BPM project governance uses a gated approach to release and monitor the fixed up-front project funding
and outcomes. Since agile BPM breaks up the effort into short releases, the funding is
also made available on the successful release of each iteration.

2

Relationship Between SE, RE, and BPM

2.1

The Software Part of BPM

Development of a BPMS is an essential step in the BPM lifecycle. A BPMS is typically developed in implementation stage, which helps businesses to automate and
manage BPs and roles [25]. A BPMS is one of the most recommended investments
for process improvement [26]. Since the BPM life cycle includes the development of
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a software system as an essential step, SE approaches are naturally utilized as part of
the BPM activities. The development of a BPMS may differ from the traditional software development life cycle due to the use of process automation tools driven by
process models rather than code [27]. Still, many SE practices are implemented during the development of a BPMS [28]. For example, process analysis is seen as an
essential RE activity [29]. Table 1 presents the common SE activities in the first column [30], and provides a summary of similarities and differences of these activities
for SE and the software part of BPM (i.e. development of a BPMS).
Table 1. SE activities and their relation to software part of BPM
Activities
Requirement

Design

Software Engineering
BPs can be used for starting
point of software requirements
elicitation [31].
Developing UML diagrams

Testing

Various implementation methodologies can be used.
Manual or automated tests.

Optimization

Refactoring the code.

Integration

Integrating/communicating with
other systems via services.

Implementation

Software Part of BPM
Requirements can be elicited traditionally or an agile approach can be
used [32].
Developing detailed process models
and enriching process models with
execution-related properties [33]
Configuring process automation
tools [27].
Manual or automated tests, flow
analysis, and simulation [33]
Process improvement through redesign of processes [34]
Integrating/communicating
with
other systems via services [35]

In addition to the activities, roles in SE and BPM are also comparable. Despite the
view that BPM roles are mostly related to business [36], many roles perform similar
functions, such as domain experts, analysts, and developers [31]. It is essential that
technical people are also involved in the development of BPMSs, and process models
provide a good communication environment with them and non-technical ones [27].
2.2

The “Core” BPM

The activities at the intersection of BPM with SE do not constitute the main part of
BPM. Actually, BPM is a discipline for which the focus is more on the humans and
processes rather than technology. Technology, or the BPMS to be developed, is only a
facilitator to improve processes. Process improvement can be achieved in many other
ways such as implementation of various redesign heuristics [34]. BPM as a holistic
approach covers six core factors; strategic alignment, governance, methods, information systems, people, and culture [37]. When we use the term “core BPM”, we
refer to all these factors other than the software development part of BPM in this paper. These encompasses all the activities in BPM lifecycle including process analysis,
design, implementation, monitoring, and improvement [38].
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3

Agile Development Processes and BPM

3.1

Agile Values and Terminology

In recent years, a number of agile methods have emerged, all based on the core values
stated in the Manifesto for Agile Software Development [1]. The Manifesto expresses
the core values in the form of “Important Part” and “Less Important Part”. It should
be noted, however, that the Manifesto does not deem the less important part to be
unimportant. The following Table 2 shows the applicability of the values to BPM.
Table 2. Agile values and their applicability to BPM
Value
#
1
2
3
4

Important part

Less important part

Individuals and
interactions
Working software

Processes and tools

Customer
collaboration
Responding to change

Software Part
of BPM
+~

Core BPM

Comprehensive
documentation
Contract negotiation

~

~

++

+

Following a plan

+

??

~

The two rightmost columns in this table reflect our evaluation about the applicability of the agile values to both the software part of BPM as well as the core BPM. Value #1 cannot easily be adapted, since individuals and interactions are controlled by
management who usually want to have formalized overviews of implementation progress. This problem can be assumed to be even harder to solve when core BPM facets,
such as employee workflows, are considered as more parties are involved. This is,
however, more a question of company culture than BPM itself, since software developed in a BPM context is intertwined with BPs that might be regulated by laws and
that have to be transparent to management. Value #2 could be the value that is most
difficult to apply for both the software development as well as the core part of BPM.
BPM is closely connected to business concerns [28]. Hence, Value #3 should not pose
any serious problems in neither part, as customer collaboration plays an essential role
in BPM anyway. It could, however, be more problematic when third party systems or
workforce personnel are involved. Responding to change (Value #4) can easily be
followed in the software part of BPM, provided that is not hindered by problems resulting from the realization of Value #2. If documentation has to be updated and complex change processes involving many stakeholders have to be run before implementation changes, fast responses to change can become difficult. Realizing Value #4 in
the core BPM part might prove even more difficult as the workforce is affected by
change as well. Possible strategies could be to decompose work steps into minimalistic actions that could easily be recombined or to qualify an agile workforce with employees who can handle constant change. Both strategies might bring their own hurdles and would have to be explored in different organizational contexts.
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Fig. 1. Illustration on the interactions of agile development process patterns such as
Test Driven Development or Evolutionary Prototype with other aspects.

3.2

Development of an agile method for BPM

Agile methods can be seen as a collection/language of process patterns [39, 40]. In
this article, we use the term development process pattern (DPP) for what is referred to
as process pattern in SE theory. Each practice of an agile method can be seen as an
individual DPP, and all practices of an agile method can be rather seen as a DPP catalogue (or even pattern language) describing the patterns with their interdependencies/tradeoffs.
Fig. 1 shows a schematic illustration of agile DPPs and their interrelations/tradeoffs. The figure is separated into four dimensions:
At the top, the Core Values of agile methods expressed by the Agile Manifesto are
listed. In the left-center area, the DPP-dimension shows typical agile methods to be
analyzed for their tradeoffs. At the right area, the dimension of Basic Processes enlists
the basic processes of any software development method (requirements engineering,
design, implementation and testing as the basic process set every agile method must at
least address in some way. At the bottom, the Domain Difficulties are indicated as a
further dimension. As we will point out later, this dimension is an important aspect
that must be considered in order to ensure an agile method can be applied in a certain
domain because the DPPs used must also address these domain-specific difficulties.
In the DPP-dimension, the two DPPs “Test Driven Development” (TDD) and
“Evolutionary Prototype” (EP) are shown as examples. The tradeoffs of each DPP are
modeled by arrows, where arrows annotated with ‘+’ indicate a positive effect,
whereas arrows annotated with ‘-’ indicate negative effects. In this way, e.g. TDD has
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a positive effect on EP because changes can be made with less risk of undesired function side effects, as these would be discovered with automated testing, giving developers more trust in their code. These aspects are a fundamental basis to ensure that the
EP DPP can work at all. It can also be seen that EP has positive effects to a lot of
Core Values. The impact of TDD on the “Responding to Change” Core Value is two
sided: TDD makes changes more work intensive as all test cases affected by the
change have to be adapted but it also makes changes safer. TDD also has positive
effects on other Core Values and EP and TDD also have positive effects on Basic
Processes.
Fig. 1 gives an impression on how two DPPs interact with each other and the other
dimensions discussed here. It could be argued that, if a working agile method with its
DPPs is completely analyzed in this way, any aspect in any of the shown dimension
should somehow be covered by positive effects, thus forming a synergistic network
that is described above by the metaphor of interlocked cogwheels.
Concerning the implementation of BPs through IT-Systems (IT Business Alignment), a simple adaption of existing agile methods and techniques will not be successful because of the following factors:
• BPs are often essentially complex, so they need an essential amount of upfront
planning (e.g. by modelling them)
• BPs are often highly interconnected with other BPs and different users, so it is very
difficult to acquire fast feedback that is essential for agility
• BPs are often implemented into complex systems where workflow control is taken
over by a workflow engine and the workflow triggers a number of other systems.
• Many BPs involve workforce personnel. People can hardly be involved in automated test procedures nor does it make sense to change people-based workflows
too often and without proper change management.
• Legal constraints, business needs and organizational aspects do in some cases require higher degrees of documentation and planning.
These aspects could be seen as domain difficulties that should also be taken into
account when considering agile methods. This follows the intuition that agile development is based on a set of assumptions that do not hold true in all kinds of projects
[41]. Recent approaches have, however, successfully faced problems such as distributed development with organizational adaptations [42] or complex large scale projects
with Large Scale Scrum [43]. So it might be possible to customize an agile method
for BPM. There are some promising agile methods like TDD or EP that may at least
in part be adaptable to implementation of BPs. However, this does not mean that this
is a working agile method. To really establish an agile method, several of these principles must work together in a synergistic way addressing all important aspects to
consider (Core Values, Basic Processes and Domain Difficulties). In this way, it
might be possible to identify a set of development process patterns forming a promising agile method for the BPM-domain. To achieve this, Fig. 1. might indicate a kind
of conceptual skeleton for evaluating the fit of agile methods to BPM.
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4

Organizational Circumstances

4.1

Process Life Cycles and Disruptions

While the idea of process modeling and process management is to develop a stable
environment for tasks, especially for transactional tasks, every process model has its
life cycle. We can differentiate between planned and unplanned, but unavoidable
process life cycles. These “unavoidable” life cycles result from their development
process: Processes will be initiated, they have a phase of stability, and typically also a
declining phase. In some cases, they have a “sudden death” caused by an unexpected
change in the frame condition. The initial phase is the phase of establishing a process
in an organization. Typically there are some uncertainties in this phase, for example
an incomplete or wrong documentation or missing trainings. This phase is also a
learning phase for individuals as well as for the whole organization. In the following
phase of stability, the process can be operated successfully.
Typically over the long run major changes will influence the stability of the process. Some of these changes will only have a restricted influence, for example the
substitution of one machine by another. In this case, the relevance and quality of the
process description will decline. Other influences will be game changers and disrupt
the traditional processes by replacing them.
In many organizations, “planned life cycles” as iterative development of processes
are implemented. Those iterations refer to the Deming (PDCA) cycle [44] and reflect
limited stability of the environment and internal learning processes. Changes in the
Deming cycle are thought as an optimization of the existing, less as a reaction on (or
the creation of) dramatic disruptive changes (caused for example by constitutional and
legal changes or technologically driven changes).
4.2

Flexible Processes in the Post-Merger Integration

After mergers and acquisitions (M&A), most BPs are duplicated. During post-merger
integration (PMI), an organization needs to decide how to proceed with doubled or
redundant processes respectively and how to unify them in a common process map.
An efficient process harmonization (PH) in a neutral and structured way with achieving the employee commitment promises a beneficial PMI. PH in the PMI context
combines a common global management system across different regions or units with
the allowances of defined variations at the process level [45].
Although PH has the highest relevance in the integration approaches absorption
(acquired company is absorbed by acquirer) and symbiosis (evolution from existing),
particular processes might be unified in preservation (acquired company retains independent) and holding (integration not intended) as well. Regardless of the various
integration approaches, the need for action after an M&A is out of question. The
question however is the intensity of PH.
While full benefit of process management is only apparent when the strategy, design, implementation and controlling of the processes are viewed holistically and
coordinated with each other [46, 47], over-standardization with too strong regulations
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would lead to a loss of necessary flexibility and competitive advantages. The right
balance between standardization and individualization must be evolved. Process flexibility in context of PH means a combination of standardized processes with necessary variants - in other words: process flexibility respects specific and necessary process characteristics.
For such scenarios the “gate principle” is proposed as the best option. The “gate”
variant is focused on a common (intermediate) output of a process necessary for the
next process (step) (=gate), e.g. particular KPIs, reports, defined status etc. Process
execution is secondary as long as the defined output is generated. The focus on a unified output allows a company keeping flexibility within a certain process combined
with the advantage of an overall harmonized process map. In the long-term, the processes can be redesigned with the gate used as a requirement for agile process development. This stepwise unification gives flexibility in a tense situation, while it can be
seen as an analogy of growing together to a unique organization.

5

Conclusion

In this discussion paper, we looked into the concepts of flexible processes in organizational environments, approaches for agile development of processes and management of flexible processes in an agile way, relationship between the areas of SE, RE,
and BPM, and opportunities to incorporate agile principles in BPM. With the arising
importance of agility in BPM field, this paper may inspire the researchers to initiate
new works in these areas.
Different trends are currently influencing the requirements for BPM. On the one
side, flexibility and agility are important to develop modern business models and they
need adequate methods for planning and implementing as shown in this paper. On the
other side, stability, transparency and documentation are important for those business
processes that have strong legal constraints (indemnification). The parallelism of both
trends and their combination will be a challenge for further research.
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